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Meet Mark Miller – 2020’s π Person of the Year
Please congratulate Mark Miller as SDSC’s
2020 π Person of the Year! Now in its
seventh year, the award recognizes SDSC
researchers who have one leg, so to
speak, in a science domain and the other
in cyberinfrastructure technology.
“Mark has worked tirelessly to make the
CIPRES Science Gateway the most im-

pactful one running on XSEDE resources
today,” said SDSC Distinguished Scientist
Wayne Pfeiffer, a colleague of Miller’s.
“To date, tens of thousands of users from
around the world have used CIPRES, and
recently, more than 100 users from nearly
30 countries have used it to study the
COVID-19 pandemic.”
[Continued on page 3]
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Welcome

I’d like to congratulate Mark Miller for being named SDSC’s 2020 ‘Pi’ Person of
the Year. As mentioned in the cover story, this award recognizes SDSC researchers
who have one ‘leg’ of the Pi symbol in a science domain and the other in
cyberinfrastructure technology. Mark is certainly no exception – in fact he
exemplifies it. Also read about his latest grant on Page 4.
I suggested we institute this annual award, now in its seventh year. Today it
underscores just how many ‘PI people’ we have throughout SDSC. While that
doesn’t make the selection process easier, it shows us that SDSC remains true
to its mission of making sure that advanced CI is being implemented across the
numerous science domains we serve.
I’m pleased to report that SDSC remains in a strong position financially to weather
the pandemic even as it threatens to linger into the rest of 2020. SDSC’s success
rate of winning federal and state grants and service contracts, plus industry
funding, gives us a solid footing to plan ahead for the next few years.

During our virtual General Staff Meeting this month we recognized several SDSC
staffers for their expertise and immediate response. The ‘Saved the Day’ and
‘Leadership’ awards went to Kevin Coakley, Gavin Biffar, Ryan Nakashima, and
Brian Balderston in our Research Data Services division for rescuing and providing
offsite backup for almost one petabyte of data at UC Santa Cruz after power
outages and fires threatened to destroy data.
‘Innovation’ awards went to Nick Kisseberth for solving a difficult challenge on
the nanoHUB project to support graphical rendering and computing, and to Pascal
Meunier for finding the cause of random failures in software for nanoHUB and
other projects.
As many of you are aware, last month I announced plans to step down as SDSC’s
director in mid-2021 but continue teaching in UC San Diego’s Physics Department
and spend more time on cosmological research. I plan to remain fully engaged
with SDSC as Principal Investigator of several NSF-funded projects including
Expanse and CloudBank. News about CloudBank entering production is on Page 4.
SDSC remains in a strong position that will allow it to thrive, not only survive.
I remain committed to making sure that the Executive Team and I keep you
updated, and in return we ask that you let us know about anything we can do to
make working virtually as smooth as possible. Please remain safe and well!
Michael L. Norman
SDSC Director
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PI PERSON OF THE YEAR: Mark Miller

[Mark Miller continued from page 1]
Mark joined SDSC in 2000 to explore the use of technology and
robotics to enable high-throughput protein crystallization as
part of the Joint Center for Structural Genomics. He founded the
Next Generation Tools for Biology Group at SDSC in 2003 and
has worked since then to develop informatics tools and software
that support biological/biomedical research. As part of that effort,
Mark created the CIPRES Science Gateway, a highly successful
on-line resource that provides browser-based access to highperformance computers for phylogenetics researchers.
With expertise in molecular and structural biology, biochemistry, and bioinformatics, Mark has sustained CIPRES for the
past decade as a principal investigator on grants from both
the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of
Health. During the past year he received an award from Internet2
to enable CIPRES to submit to commercial clouds. The project
showed how cloud computing can improve both capacity and
turnaround time for CIPRES jobs.
Mark received his B.S. in Biology from Eckerd College in 1976
and his Ph.D. in Biochemistry from Purdue University in 1984. He
came to UC San Diego for a postdoctoral position, and subsequently became a research scientist at Monsanto/Kelco in San
Diego. Through his work in these positions, Mark developed

expertise in many areas of biology, publishing more than 40
papers on topics including phospholipid and steroid metabolism,
eukaryotic cell biology, protein crystallography, electron transfer
kinetics, metabolic engineering, and more.
“Working at SDSC has been a very exciting experience,” said
Mark. “It gave me access to experts in HPC such as Wayne
Pfeiffer, and placed me with a powerful team of advocates for
Science Gateway creation, including Nancy Wilkins-Diehr and
Mike Zentner. This made it possible for me as a domain biologist
to create a production-quality cyberinfrastructure resource that
allows thousands of researchers each year to easily analyze data
on large compute clusters. It could only have happened at a place
like SDSC.”
In the intervening decade, the cyberinfrastructure expertise at
SDSC has consistently been a major driver of Science Gateway
creation across many domains, noted Mark. “The gateways created
here have made the discovery process faster for tens of thousands
of researchers around the world. This is great, and yet I feel we
have just scratched the surface of what Gateways can do to accelerate research.”
Read more about Mark Miller’s new NSF award on Page 4
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RESEARCH & INNOVATION ROUNDUP

National Science Foundation-funded CloudBank Now Operational
SDSC and its partners at the University of Washington (UW),
UC Berkeley, and Strategic Blue recently entered production
operations of the National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded
CloudBank program, which aims to simplify the use of public
clouds across computer science research and education.
CloudBank is the result of a $5 million NSF award granted
in mid-2019 to SDSC and its partners to develop a suite of
managed services to simplify public cloud access for computer
science research and education.
“This transition to production operations is an important
milestone for the project and represents the culmination of a
lot of hard work by all our partners this past year,” said SDSC
Director Michael Norman, who is also CloudBank’s principal
investigator. “We look forward to the benefits that this innovative public-private partnership will bring to the research and education
community.”
“We designed the CloudBank portal so that researchers would have a simplified interface to compare and access a
variety of cloud provider services and monitor their spending across them in a unified dashboard,” said Shava Smallen,
co-principal investigator and lead architect for the CloudBank user portal.
Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/pqMW9

SDSC to Help Create Science Gateway for New Materials Discovery
The NSF recently awarded a $1 million RAISE (Research Advanced
by Interdisciplinary Science and Engineering) grant to a multidisciplinary team of researchers at SDSC, the University of Minnesota,
Carnegie Mellon University, and Cornell University to create the
X-ray Imaging of Microstructures Gateway (XIMG), a science
gateway designed to make it possible for global material sciences
researchers to study the behavior of new and existing materials
using high- and low-field X-ray diffraction.
XIMG (pronounced X-image) will be an online resource that provides researchers with access to high-energy x-ray data collected
from beamlines at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source
(CHESS). A single experiment at CHESS using high energy x-rays
generates terabytes of high-fidelity scattering data and XIMG will
provide online access to these large datasets in the presence of
software and compute power available through the NSF-funded
Expanse and Comet supercomputers at SDSC.

Merging the data taken from samples at CHESS with the most current
generation of structural material models can change the way new alloys and
new engineering components are constructed and designed. Credit: Cornell
University

Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/eT5qB
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LiDAR Digital Elevation Model (DEM), looking down valley from the Tadmor, Sherry and Wangapeka Rivers; Motueka River Valley, Tasman, New
Zealand. Credit: Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) Data Service. Point clouds from OpenTopography.

OpenTopography Collaboration
Awarded New 4-Year Grant

STAY CONNECTED

The NSF renewed funding for OpenTopography, a science gateway that provides online access to Earth science oriented highresolution topography data and processing tools to a broad user
community advancing research and education in areas ranging
from earthquake geology to ecology and hydrology.
The award provides $2.55 million over four years for the fourth
generation of the project. Founded in 2009, OpenTopography is
managed by the SDSC; UNAVCO, a non-profit university-governed
consortium facilitating geoscience research and education in
Boulder, CO; and Arizona State University’s School of Earth and
Space Exploration.

Check out SDSC’s Research Videos,
Social Media Feeds!

“OpenTopography has matured into a widely used platform that
makes topographic data easy to discover, access, and use,” said
Christopher Crosby, an OpenTopography principal investigator and
Geodetic Imaging project manager at UNAVCO.

Did you know that SDSC has a YouTube channel? Just click
on the YouTube icon at the bottom of the SDSC home
page under the ‘Get Connected’ section or go to...

Added Viswanath Nandigam, the project’s principal investigator and associate director for the Advanced Cyberinfrastructure
Development group at SDSC: “OpenTopography continues to experience very strong growth in the number of users and jobs being run.
A major effort during this phase is a migration to the commercial
cloud with its auto scaling, elastic load balancing, and resilient architectures to better handle the needs of the growing community.”

www.youtube.com/SanDiegoSupercomputerCenter
There you’ll find a wide variety of topical videos, with
playlists for Events, Training, Grand Challenges, and more.
twitter.com/SDSC_UCSD
facebook.com/SanDiegoSupercomputerCenter
youtube.com/SanDiegoSupercomputerCenter

Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/w5mgE
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EDUCATION & EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

SDSC Summer Institute (August 3-7)
SDSC’s annual week-long training program offering introductory
to intermediate topics on high-performance computing (HPC)
and data science with hands-on tutorials using SDSC’s Comet
supercomputer was held virtually in early August. The program
covered machine learning at scale, distributed programming in
Python and data management, and more traditional topics such
as performance tuning, CUDA programming, and visualization and
parallel programming with MPI and OpenMP.

First Virtual Research Experience for
High School Students is a Big Success!
SDSC’s Research Experience for High School Students (REHS)
program, conducted remotely for the first time due to the pandemic, marked its 11th year in 2020. The eight-week program,
developed to increase awareness of computational science among
students in the greater San Diego area, paired 54 interns with 12
SDSC mentors, and included a “Project Showcase” where students
shared their research projects with their peers, family, and friends.
To date, over 460 students have participated in REHS.
“Despite some apprehension among students about REHS being
virtual this year they quickly adapted and enjoyed an educationally enriching experience,” said SDSC Education Manager
and REHS Founder Ange Mason. “Most students felt they were
not significantly impacted, but many still let us know that they
missed the in-person interaction.”
“I’ve been an REHS Mentor for several years and each one was
unique and memorable in their own way,” said Jeff Sale, a visualization consultant at SDSC. “REHS students have some of the
brightest minds in the county and they make important contributions to SDSC research. This year was as positive and productive
an experience as any other, and Ange Mason deserves much credit
for making this work year after year, especially this year.”
“I couldn’t be more impressed with the progress my students
made on their projects this summer,” said REHS Mentor Marty
Kandes, a senior administrator in SDSC’s High-Performance
Computing User Services Group. “Each student demonstrated a
great ability to conduct independent research, and for me, that’s
what REHS is all about!”
See more at https://education.sdsc.edu/
studenttech/?page_id=657
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This year’s institute had 55 participants from 37 institutions and
companies, spanning four time zones. To avoid “Zoom fatigue”,
the length of the days was reduced and participants were required
to attend one of two tech checks so that the event could remain
fully dedicated to instruction. Graduate students made up about
half of the attendees, while about one-quarter were staff and the
remainder postdocs, faculty, librarians, and industrial users. SDSC
has conducted the Summer Institute since the mid-1990s.

Data East Conference (August 25)
The inaugural Data East technology conference, initially to be
held at the University of California’s Washington D.C. campus,
was held in a virtual format due to COVID-19. The theme for this
year’s event, attended by some 100 invitation-only participants,
was ‘Innovating through Crisis: Defining Technology-Enabled
Ecosystems of the Future.’
Keynote speakers included Jamie Holcombe, chief information
officer for the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; Professor Lynda
Applegate of Harvard Business School; Steve Orrin, chief technology officer at Intel Federal; Dean of Engineering and Professor
Maj Mirmirani of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University; and IBM
Vice President Naguib Attia.
The event, chaired by Applegate and SDSC Lead Scientist James
Short, featured two breakout session tracks. Speakers in the
ecosystem policy/governance track discussed two unique publicprivate partnerships developing in Chesapeake Bay and the city of
Detroit. Speakers in the new technologies track covered current
projects in SDSC’s BlockLAB, including a presentation by Scott
Kahn of LunaPBC on healthcare data privacy.
Data East is the companion event to SDSC’s Data West conference,
now in its fifth year and scheduled for December 15-17 in a virtual format. Registration details will be posted online in October.

CAMPUS COLLABORATIONS

SDSC Faculty Fellows Named to the Halıcıoğlu Data Science Institute
SDSC Director Michael Norman announced at SDSC’s virtual General Staff Meeting in early September that four SDSC Faculty Fellows
were named to the Halicioğlu Data Science Institute (HDSI) as assistant professors. They are:

Zhiting Hu

Babak Salimi

Zhiting Hu's research interests lie in the
broad area of machine learning, including
learning with all forms of experiences
such as structured knowledge, deep
learning, generative modelling, natural
language processing, healthcare, and machine learning systems.
His work was recognized at ACL2019 and ACL2016 with an IBM
fellowship. He is currently a Ph.D. candidate in the Machine
Learning Department at Carnegie Mellon University.

Before joining UC San Diego, Babak Salimi
was a postdoctoral research associate in
the Department of Computer Science
and Engineering at the University of
Washington where he worked in the
database group. He received his Ph.D. from the School of
Computer Science at Carleton University. His research seeks to
unify techniques from theoretical data management, causal
inference, and machine learning. Salimi’s research in the area
of responsible data science develops needed foundations for
ensuring fairness and accountability in the era of data-driven
decisions. His research contributions have been recognized with a
Research Highlight Award and Best Paper Award at ACM SIGMOD,
and a Best Demonstration Paper Award at the Very Large Data
Bases (VLDB) Conference.

Berk Ustun
Berk Ustun is a postdoc at the Harvard
Center for Research on Computation
and Society. His research interests are
in machine learning, optimization, and
human-centered design, developing
methods to promote the adoption and responsible use of
machine learning in domains such as medicine, consumer
finance, and criminal justice. Ustun has built machine learning
systems that are now used by major healthcare providers
for hospital readmissions prediction, ICU seizure prediction,
and adult ADHD screening. His work has won major awards,
including the INFORMS Innovative Applications in Analytics
Award in 2016 and 2019, and the INFORMS Computing
Society Best Student Paper. Berk holds a Ph.D. in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science from Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), an M.S. in Computation for Design and
Optimization from MIT, and B.S. degrees in Operations Research
and Economics from UC Berkeley.

Lily Weng
Lily Weng’s research interests focus on
the intersection between machine learning and optimization and reinforcement
learning, with applications in cybersecurity and healthcare. Her vision is to
make the next generation of artificial intelligence systems and
deep learning algorithms more robust, reliable, trustworthy, and
safe. Weng has worked on developing efficient algorithms as
well as theoretical analysis to quantify robustness of deep neural
networks. She received her Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering and
Computer Sciences (EECS) from MIT in August 2020, and her
Bachelor and Master degrees both in Electrical Engineering at the
National Taiwan University in 2011 and 2013.
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INDUSTRY PARTNERS NEWS

Learn about Industry Relations
sdsc.edu/collaborate/ipp.html

Broadening the ‘Expanse’ of Industrial Partnerships
During this most unusual summer of ‘staycations,’ road trips, masks, and social distancing, the SDSC team has been busy working on the next installment in its long history of
designing and operating innovative supercomputers to advance science and technology.
Despite some challenging conditions working in the data center under COVID protocols, the SDSC HPC team and its vendors were able to complete the installation of the
Expanse supercomputer during August.

To learn more about SDSC’s Expanse
supercomputer, visit Expanse.sdsc.edu
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With a mix of AMD’s high core count (64-core), EPYC 7742 processors and NVIDIA’s
high-performance V100 graphics processing units (GPUs), Expanse will provide plenty
of compute power to serve a wide variety of scientific computing workloads, or what
has been referred to as the “long tail of science.” The physical density and high-power
dissipation of the AMD processors necessitated a move to direct-to-chip liquid cooling, representing a new capability for the SDSC data center and positioning us well
for future expansion. Expanse implements a number of unique concepts, such as the
‘SDSC Scalable Compute Unit’ (SSCU) for easy scale-out, and ‘composable computing’
that allows a combination of conventional HPC and Kubernetes clusters to be operated
simultaneously, along with commercial cloud integration.
In addition to serving science, Expanse will provide a modernized foundation for SDSC’s
ongoing industrial partnership program. Whether providing ample and scalable compute power in support of industry-sponsored projects or exploring new concepts in
high-performance computing such as composable computing with Kubernetes, hybrid
HPC-and-Cloud, or the efficiency of direct-to-chip liquid cooling, Expanse represents
a unique resource for industry to engage with SDSC scientists and researchers. We look
forward to sharing more information about Expanse in the coming months. In the
meantime, to contact us with your idea or to learn more, please visit SDSC’s Industry
page, email us, or give us a phone call.
Ron Hawkins
SDSC Director of Industry Relations
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